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Questions marked with a '*' are tie-breakers
1. Which is the only movie for which Sanjay Dutt has won a Filmfare 

Award for Best Acting?
Vaastav (in 1999)

2. For his Southern Texas accent of which English alphabet is the current 
US President George Bush nicknamed 'Dubya'?
The letter 'W'

3. In 2006, Texas-based Prodea Systems sponsored a space trip for one 
of its founders. Whom are we talking about?
Anouseh Ansari

4. Which FM radio station is owned by HT Media Ltd?
Fever 104 FM

5. Apart from Chinese, which is the only other Asian language which is 
one of the official languages of the United Nations?
Arabic

6. * Which city will host the 2014 Winter Olympic Games?
Sochi (Russia)

7. Apart from England, which is the only other country to have won the 
Football World Cup only once?
France

8. Which Indian was recently awarded an honorary doctorate in arts the 
by Leeds Metropolitan University as part of its summer graduation 
celebrations?
Shilpa Shetty

9. Its annual publication has continued uninterrupted to the present day, 
making it the oldest sporting reference book in the world. It was 
founded in 1864. Name it.
Wisden Cricketers' Almanac

10.* Native to the Asian continent, particularly in India, this bird’s 
scientific name is Pavo cristatus. Which bird?
Peacock

11. "Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
And--which is more--you'll be a Man, my son!"
These are the last words of which famous poem?
'If' by Rudyard Kipling

12. What currency is common to Maldives, Sri Lanka and Seychelles?
Rupiah

13. In June 2007, who was appointed the 19th Chief Minister of Goa?
Digambar Kamat

14. In which ancient text would you find the words 'Ma Phaleshu 
Kadachana', which means that one should do his duty without thinking 



about the rewards or the consequences of his actions?
Bhagwad Gita

15. Which unit of wavelength is named after a German scientist?
Angstrom

16. Which mythological character name means 'born in a bucket', after 
he was 'generated' by his father, Sage Bharadwaja, in a bucket?
Drona (Dronacharya)

17. Which element discovered in 1789 is named after a planet ?
Uranium. German chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth discovered the 
element and named it after the planet Uranus, which had been 
discovered eight years earlier by William Herschel.

18. What was presented by Maharaja Duleep Singh to Queen Victoria in 
1851?
The Kohinoor Diamond

19. Vinson Massif is the highest peak of which continent?
Antarctica

20. * Who directed films like 'Wild Strawberries', 'Scenes from a 
Marriage', 'Fanny and Alexander'?
Ingmard Bergman

21. * Which Indian king was also known by the name 'Devanampiya 
Piyadasi'?
Ashoka

22. Which lake is known as the 'Blue Eye of Siberia'?
Lake Baikal

23. Who is the managing director of the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation?
E Sreedharan

24. 'Garuda' is the national airlines of which country?
Indonesia

25. What does the 'D' stand for in 'LED', which is used in electrical and 
electronic devices?
Diode ('LED' stands for 'Light Emitting Diode')

26. In the movie Cheeni Kum, in which hotel does Amitabh Bachchan 
stay during his visit to New Delhi?
The Shangri-La Hotel

27. Chikungunya and dengue viruses are transmitted to humans by the 
bite which mosquito?
Aedes aegypti

28. Which movie was Canada’s official entry for the “Best Foreign Film” 
category this year?
Water

29. * Of which natural phenomenon are Cirrus, Nimbus and Cumulo-
Stratus types of?
Clouds
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